The impact of the Internet on Chinese politics is a hot topic in contemporary academic debate. Some scholars believe that political discussions in cyberspace will lead to a more pluralistic and democratic China. Others argue that the ruling Communist Party will strengthen its position by using the Internet as a tool for censorship and active propaganda. The purpose of this article is to contribute to the debate on the political impact of increasing Internet use, by studying uncensored online opinions about the Communist Party and its policies. More specifically, we investigate and analyze some of the most popular and uncensored microblog tweets (Sina Weibo) that discussed political scandals in China during the Spring of 2012. The findings show that a majority of the tweets contains criticism against certain activities of the Party, but do not challenge its hold on power. The study indicates that the phenomenon of loyal dissent is a distinguishing feature of online political discourse in contemporary China. Consequently, the blogosphere has the potential to foster a generation of more critical Chinese citizens. However, in the current phase of overall information repression and censorship, and as a particular form of online expression, microblogging cannot yet be considered a catalyst for democratization.
Introduction
With 580 million users (2012) and an estimated 650 million users by 2015, China's Internet population is already the world's largest. Many of these are active bloggers (329 million in 2009). Chinese blogs, and in particular the Chinese microblogs, weibo (微博), have since their beginning in 2009 become very popular and Although Chinese users mostly use the Internet as a tool for amusement and social networking, political activism is also growing (Yang, 2009, p.25) . However, this trend notwithstanding, China's Communist Party (CCP) is intent to firmly control the Chinese media system and online public opinion, while the People's Republic continue to engage with the outside world economically, culturally and socially. The tension between a closely monitored media system and citizen's online discourse and generally sense of increasing personal freedoms and openness online make the impact of intense internet usage highly topical for both media studies and the discipline of political science. This article contributes to debates within both research fields. Relatively uncensored online discussions on Chinese politics in recent years have picked up speed in recent years, alongside the breaking of many scandals concerning corrupt and immoral behavior among China's political and economic elites. Arguably, these discussions have a particular huge influence on political discourse since they have been quite accessible and drawn a lot of interest among Chinese Internet users. The purpose of this study is to analyze and explain the implications of several scandals and sensitive events of 2012. In order to reach a deeper understanding of the online debate concerning this event, we investigate Chinese microbloggers' descriptions of how the CCP handled sensitive political issues during the spring of 2012 are investigated. According to the study, a majority of the tweets express loyal dissent toward the CCP by criticizing the party's policies without directly challenging its leadership or the existing political system at large. The study's results demonstrate the usefulness of the concept -loyal dissent‖ as a tool for analyzing Chinese politics also in the Internet age. The concept is not only suitable for analyzing the protest movement on China's countryside (Lagerkvist, 2012) but can also be used for analyzing political discussions in the Chinese blogosphere. The findings support the arguments of observers who argue that even if increasing Internet use may incite changes and perhaps improvements to China's political system, it will not necessarily contribute to regime change or a system overhaul soon.
The Research Field
The views on the future implications of Internet usage on China's political system and its future can roughly be categorized into three major schools of thought (Note 1). First, there are the -optimists‖ who believe that the Internet eventually will tear down the so-called Great Firewall of China that currently surrounds it. Moreover, they hold that China's one-party system will be replaced it with a more democratic political system. Second, there are the -skeptics.‖ In contrast to the views of the former school, the skeptics argue that the CCP will be able to maintain its power by using Internet as a tool of political control. In between these opposites we find a third school of thought, the -reserved optimists.‖ Although many of these acknowledge that growing Internet use certainly strengthen activists, including those who try to change the party's structure, behavior and policies, they don't anticipate a breakdown of the current one-party system. In this article, categories based on these three schools are used in order to analyze the political content in popular and uncensored microblog tweets. The study's findings support the standpoint of the -reserved optimists‖ insofar that loyal dissent is a very common phenomenon in online political discussions in the People's Republic.
Optimists
A considerable number of observers and China watchers who discuss the political impact of increasing Internet use can be described as optimists. One of the most famous is the Nobel Peace Prize winner Liu Xiaobo. In 2006, he declared that: -the Internet is God's great gift to China-it has provided the Chinese people with the best tool in their efforts to cast off slavery and fight for freedom‖ (Schola, 2010 ). Liu's view is partly shared by scholars who argue that Internet strengthen the Chinese people at the expense of the Chinese government (Xiao, 2004) and thus forge the foundation for a democratic system (Yang, 2009, p. 214) . Some optimists have expressed significant doubt that China's censorship policies will have the capacity to regulate Internet in any substantial way. In 2000, President Bill Clinton described China's attempts to regulate Internet as: -sort of like trying to nail Jell-O to the wall‖ (The Economist, 2006) . Academics such as Ashley Esarey and Xiao Qiang (2008) argue that even though some regime critical opinions might be successfully censored, skilled Chinese Internet users will still be able to criticize the country's leadership by using subtle communication such as satire: -Chinese are speaking truth to each other, and by doing so in a widely accessible manner, are speaking truth to power‖ (p.753). The New York Times columnist Nicholas D. Kristof (2005) occupies a particularly radical position by stating that: -anybody who loves China as I do would be hostile to an empty Mao suit like Mr. Hu. But it's the Chinese leadership itself that is digging the Communist Party's grave, by giving the Chinese people broadband‖.
Skeptics
In contrast to the aforementioned school, the skeptics question whether the Internet use will be able to change the nature of China's one-party system in any substantial way. Larry Diamond, for example, gives some credit to this school of thought by stating that: -technology is merely a tool, open to both noble and nefarious purposes‖ (2010, p.71) . James Leibold (2011) argues that political Internet discussions are neglected by most Chinese and consequently are unable to threaten the party state (p. 1023). There are also skeptics who focus on how Chinese authorities actively use Internet in order to spread opinions supporting the party. Although not a skeptic, David Bandurski has described how the CCP employs young Internet users, the so-called 50-cent party, with the mission to express and defend the party line in microblog discussions and in debate forums (2008) . Referring to the 50-centers, the skeptic Evegeny Morozov states that this kind of active propaganda shows that: -authoritarian governments have proved remarkably adept at shaping the direction, if not always the outcome, of most sensitive online conversations‖ ((2011, p.135) . Also Anne-Marie Brady (2001) stresses the importance of the CCP's active propaganda. She argues that the combination of new and innovative propaganda methods might give CCP the possibility to stay in power for a long time: -The CCP has shown itself adept at adapting to change and challenging circumstances, absorbing new approaches and taking on new directions when necessary. This chameleon-like quality is one of the CCP's successes as one of the few remaining communist governments in the world, and it bodes well for its bid to stay in power indefinitely‖ (p.578).
Reserved Optimists
Some scholars argue that increasing Internet use do not by default forebode an end the one-party system. However, as witnessed by the social protest movements of the Arab Spring, digital communications and social media use definitely strengthen activists' possibilities to influence China's politics, making any kind of predictions difficult. According to some observers, the Chinese seem to authorities tolerate activists who use the Internet to criticize the CCP's policies but refrain from questioning the one-party system. Rebecca Mackinnon (2011) uses the concept -network authoritarianism‖ to describe the CCP's attitude towards the expressions of opinions on Internet: -When an authoritarian regime embraces and adjusts to the inevitable changes brought by digital communications, the result is what I call ‗networked authoritarianism'. In the networked authoritarian state, the single ruling party remains in control while a wide range of conversations about the country's problems nonetheless occur on websites and social-networking services‖ (p.33). Yongnian Zheng (2012) argues that Internet activists who attack the party's leadership are suppressed, whereas activists who criticize certain policies without challenging the party's core principles can be seen as helping hands to reformists inside the party (p. 164-165). Johan Lagerkvist (2010) describes the Chinese state and civil society as mutually embedded. This interdependence enables the state to limit the civil society's potential to grow into an oppositional force. On the other hand, the mutual embeddedness also enables civil society to influence the state, for instance by the use of netizen activism (p. 267-271) . A number of scholars even stress that some ideological debate are allowed inside the party system. Yongnian Zheng, Gang Chen & Liang Fook Lye (2012) show that nationalists as well as both left-and right-wingers often express their views on Internet, without necessarily threaten the party's leadership. Activists supporting the -left-winged‖ Chongqing model associated with the city's fallen party boss Bo Xilai and the -liberal‖ Guangdong model associated with the province party secretary Wang Yang are for instance often expressing their views on Internet (Cartier and Tomba, 2012) . The arguments of scholars who can be described as reserved optimists resembles the argument by Lagerkvist (2012) , who in his investigation of the uprising in the village of Wukan. Lagerkvist argues that the successful management of the Wukan uprising was a result of the non-system critical nature of the Wukan rioters' demands (p. 356). Johan Lagerkvist labels this kind of in-system critique loyal dissent. This paper builds on the concept of loyal dissent to describe the kind of political arguments, which criticize the party and its policies without directly challenging the existing arrangements of the one-party system.
Method
In this study we analyze 200 microblog tweets, which were selected during the spring of 2012. All of these tweets discuss political issues that are considered sensitive in the Chinese context. During 2012 a number of events led to fierce political discussions in the Chinese blogosphere. One of the most notable was the fierce protest against illegal selling of communal land by corrupt village leaders in the Wukan, a village located in the Southern Province of Guangdong. The former Party Secretary of Guangdong, Wang Yang, managed to solve the standoff by agreeing to the demands made by the villagers, including the holding of democratic village committee elections, in accordance with Chinese organic law. The peaceful resolution of this local conflict caused many commentators inside and outside China to positively discuss the advantages and disadvantages of more openness and democracy in China. In contrast to Wukan, however, the authorities of Zhejiang province decided to crush a similar social protest, also motivated by a large-scale land grab in the village of Panhe. The less peaceful outcome of the Panhe event led many weibo commentators to more pessimistically question and analyze the behavior of Chinese local governments. Another event concerned the death sentence against a former businesswoman, Wu Ying, around whom a debate about China's legal system and the legitimacy of death penalty was ignited online. Other topics of concern to Internet users during 2012 related to poisoned food and food security, and calls for the introduction of more reform policies in the run-up to the 5th Plenary Session of the 11th National People's Congress (NPC) . Particularly sensitive at the time of the NPC, however, was the flight of Chongqing's police chief Wang Lijun, who took temporary refuge at the US Consulate in Chengdu. The turmoil that followed from Wang's subsequent overturn to the authorities and his revelations about his former political boss Bo Xilai, eventually led to the fall of this left-leaning Party Secretary of Chongqing. The incident led to an avalanche of citizen commenting on the issue of the state's reporting of news and the behavior of high-level Party officials. Common for all the above-mentioned events was that the CCP's management of these crises was critically questioned from various perspectives. Arguably, one inherent advantage of this is that these events can be seen as most-likely cases to reveal radical opinions on CCP among Internet users. A second advantage of our selection of cases is the relatively long time-period over which tweets are analyzed, as well as the variety of sociopolitical phenomena that these incidents relate to. These advantages make for strong generalizability and validity.
The tweets included in the study are systematically selected, i.e. they are not random samples. The tweets have been collected continuously from one of China's largest microblog websites Sina Weibo (新浪微博) during the spring of 2012. The investigated tweets were collected using keywords associated to political topics such as Wukan(乌坎), Panhe(泮河) and Wu Ying (吴英). Among tweets containing these keywords only the most popular or -hot‖ remen(热门) tweets have been included in the material. Remen is one of Sina Weibo's functions and enables the user to find tweets frequently retweeted and commented on. Given the high frequency of retweets and commentaries, text messages selected by this function should have a potentially high impact on microblog users. Furthermore, the material has been collected from those tweets that were accessible to all users during the period our investigation, which is not the same as all posted Sina Weibo tweets during this time .Since censors continuously delete critical weibo messages, this study cannot give a comprehensive picture of all the different views among Chinese Internet users. However, the purpose of this paper is not to clarify which opinions weibo users actually have, beyond censorship, but to understand the political impact of China's social media -post-censorship. It is obvious that accessible and actually existing tweets influence weibo users more than deleted tweets, which are read and forwarded by fewer people.
Analysis
As a first step, the tweets are sorted into five overall categories depending on how the CCP's management of the discussed political issues are described in the text messages (Note 2): criticism of the political system, loyal dissent, enigmatic criticism, support of the CCP and no criticism. In table I tweets have been classified in the following manner:
-Tweets clearly criticizing the party's leadership and the one party system are coded as criticism of the political system. -Tweets criticizing CCP's behavior or policies without questioning the party's hold on power are given the coding loyal dissent. -Tweets which cloak criticism in an enigmatic language characterized by sarcasm, historical references and poetry-like expressions, which maybe written with the purpose to mislead censorsare coded as enigmatic criticism. -Tweets that express any kind of support for CCP or some parts of the party are coded as support of the CCP. This category might include tweets written by -50 cents‖ employed by the party. -The no criticism category consists of text messages, which do not deliver any criticism against the CCP.
The category includes informative messages witch describe events from a neutral perspective, jokes without political content and messages which discuss non-political topics but still includes keywords associated with political issues. According to Table I the politically interested weibo users seem to focus on tweets evaluating the ruling party. The table clarifies that most of the investigated tweets express opinions on the CCP's role in managing the concerned political issues (about 70 percent of the tweets). The table also clarifies a huge proportion of the tweets seems to contain loyal dissent against the CCP. However, before any conclusions are made, internal differences in the categories have to be investigated more carefully.
Criticism of the Political System
Among the text messages included in the study very few contain opinions that are very radical. Only 3 percent of the postings criticize the party's hold on power. This result is not surprising given that the authorities probably demanded Sina Weibo's in-house censors to delete many tweets that were openly critical of China's political system. Nevertheless, some text messages of such a critical nature are accessible, such as this tweet posted March 30: -The realization of democracy in China is the historical mission of our generation, all people have to give their life for this mission. If the next generation has to realize democracy it would be a shame for our generation‖ (for the original text see Note 3). Even though the CCP states that China already displays many democratic characteristics it is quite clear that the writer views democracy as non-existing in China. The writer does not seem to support the present political system since s/he argues that the lack of democratic progress in today's China is a shame. Other tweets that can be described as critical of the political system, since they call for the use of violence, indicate that a violent revolution might be legitimate. One tweet posted on April 18 can serve as an example: -From now on, factory workers and villagers with requests, shall not hesitate to pick up weapons and unite for the sake of self-defense. They shall not tolerate any level of the government's inhuman and immoral violations of rights and bad conduct‖ (Note 4). In this case the writer advocates the use of political violence and justifies this by rebuking the government's -immoral‖ behavior. Thus it seems like the writer rejects the feasibility to work for redress within the present political system, and to contrary advocates political rebellion against the ruling Party.
Enigmatic Criticism
As Esarey and Xiao (2011) points out, a lot of fierce online criticism against the party is written in an enigmatic language.
Consequently it is important to analyze this kind of tweets more carefully, as they might contain hidden criticism against the political system and the CCP. In table II tweets containing enigmatic criticism are divided into two subcategories, depending on whether they seem to oppose the one-party system or not. There is reason to believe that more tweets can be described as critical against the political system if enigmatic language is analyzed carefully. Take a tweet posted on April 2 for example. The writer criticizes the weibo users for expending too much energy in discussing celebrities such as the well-known author, race car driver and blogger Han Han while most users ignore politics: -When the villagers of Wukan elect a village committee, they are talking about Han Han. When the people of the other shore vote for -president‖ (Note 5), they are talking about Han Han. When Hongkong's administrative region experiences a crisis of confidence, they are talking about Han Han. Even when the people of Myanmar vote in parliamentary elections and Aung San Suu Kyi enters the regime, they are still talking about Han Han‖ (Note 6). Expressions like this do not directly criticize China's political system. However, it seems like the writer wants the weibo users to focus more on democracy and free elections instead of entertainment and celebrities. This does not mean advocating a different political system, but it calls for more overt and open political discussion. The following tweet posted on April 25 is an example of a message hostile toward the regime, albeit cloaked in obscure language: -This oligarchical system use dissatisfaction with corrupt dictatorship to crate fake democracy. However, the election results are ignored. The truth is concealed and the people's limited resources get lost in a black hole. People's intellectual awakening will encourage them to oppose this system. Wukan-style resistance will be everywhere‖ (Note 7). The writer describes Chinese elections as hypocritical and hopes that the people will rise up. Given the context, the writer would probably favor a system with -real elections,‖ thus calling for a change of political system.
Even though some of the enigmatic messages can be described as critical against the political system, most of them are better described as evidence of loyal dissent. In one tweet published June 11, a writer describes a satiric marriage ordinance probably with the purpose to criticize the state of food safety in China: -Priest: do you accept this man as your husband, to join him drinking melamine milk and gelatin yogurt? Join him to eat lean pork, water injected beef and poisonous cabbage until death do you apart?‖(Note 8). In another tweet discussing the same topic a writer use enigmatic poetry-like language in order to criticize the possibilities for realizing food security: -Food security will be realized if corrupted officials not were corrupted, if the sun rises up in the west, if prostitutes were virgins, if nuns went secular, if Qingdao did not plant trees, if Lei Feng become an evildoer, if Wukan become the capital‖ (Note 9).
Support of the CCP
Tweets that at first glance seem to be supportive of the CCP needs to be investigated more carefully too. Many of these tweets are in fact only supporting one of the CCP's ostensibly most ideological factions: either the liberal faction that have popularly associated with the so-called Given the above division, a large proportion of tweets that show some kind of support of the CCP actually support the Party's more liberal wing. Some of these tweets indicate support for Wukan's new Party Secretary Lin Zulan who quite often was interpreted to be a different kind of liberal leader at the grassroots level. The following tweet posted on April 13 is a good example: -Lin Zulan: I want to be a naked gold fish in a glass bowl that can be seen by everyone through the transparent water. In this way I can supervise myself and let other people supervise the entire political process!‖ (Note 10). In other tweets of a liberal inclination, some writers clearly support the policies of Guangdong Province and contrast them to the policies in the left-wing megacity of Chongqing, as for instance this tweet posted February 15 showcases: -Firstly, the ‗Wukan incident' was a serious crisis but Wang Yang's way of solving the crisis by using the ‗Guangdong model' has created a breakthrough. By using local democracy he has been able to lead a citizens' social revolution. Secondly, to sing red and strike black, the pseudonym for the so called ‗Chongqing model' is now collapsing after the Wang Lijun incident occurred‖ (Note 11). In contrast to these tweets there are a number of frequently retweeted messages that criticize China's liberal faction and support the Party's left wing. One example is the following tweet that criticizes privatization: -Privatization of state companies is in reality a legalization of theft. Financial liberalization means legalization of fraud. Give Wu Ying the right to fraud! Give Gu Chujun the right to fraud and steal state companies! These people are fraudsters and thieves. This is the core of China's liberal faction and the country's plundering capital groups‖ (Note 12). In another tweet posted on May 16, the writer attacks the Guangdong model: -The so-called Guangdong model is the barbarian market economy's model, it is an exploiting and suppressing model hitting the bone and sucking the marrow‖ (Note 13).
Tweets that praise the handling of the Wukan incident do not necessarily have to be interpreted as supportive of the CCP's liberal faction. Some writers might praise the management of Wukan in order to show support of the CCP as a whole. There is, for instance, reason to believe that the following tweet posted on February 14 should be interpreted as containing more general support of the CCP: -The Guangdong officials were showing an ideal attitude. This attitude could also be seen as a sense of balance. Politics is sometimes easy; actors have to return to consensus‖ (Note 14). In this tweet the writer plays down the groundbreaking and democratic aspects of Wukan that were noted by some users, and instead points to the normalcy in how the crisis was handled, as well as the importance of consensus as an alternative to conflict. Should tweets supporting one of the CCP's two main ideological factions be interpreted as supportive for the central Party line or as loyal dissent against the Party? Given the layout of most of these tweets it can be argued that the writers support or criticize one of the two ideological factions in order to impact on and seek to alter the policies of the Chinese Communist Party. Writers praising the democratic breakthrough in Wukan often argue that more democratic and transparent governance should be practiced also in other parts of China. Tweets criticizing the market economy can on the other hand be seen as critical to the highest Party leadership's, in general, market friendly policies. Consequently, underlying these kinds of ideological expression is often criticism against the general state of Chinese politics. Nevertheless, very few of the tweets supporting the Guangdong or the Chongqing models are criticizing the Party's hold on power. Consequently, liberal or leftwing expressions should rather be described as loyal dissent than criticism against the political system or support of the Chinese Communist Party.
Loyal Dissent
Even if tweets that support various factions inside the Party would not be included in this study, expressions of loyal dissent are obviously very widespread among popular, uncensored, political tweets. All these tweets may be characterized by their critique against the policies of the CCP -without ever directly questioning the one-Party system and its foundations. Indeed, many tweets of this study express criticism against the Party's policy. For instance, the following tweet posted on March 29 attacks the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) but it does not criticize the Party as a whole: -Is the NDRC really crazy? The price of electricity will once again increase, the price of natural gas will be reformed and the price of oil is not high enough, even though it has been raised fifteen times since 2004?‖ (Note 17). In another tweet the practice of the death sentence is criticized: -The Supreme Court did not approve Wu Ying's death sentence. This is a victory for China's Internet opinion. The opinion on the Internet is not always accurate, but China has yet again to make its homework and put more energy in respecting popular opinion. Even though there are internal differences between the tweets that express loyal dissent against the CCP, there are also important similarities. None of these tweets directly challenges the one Party-system. Instead they criticize actions, policies and behavior of the Party and/or subgroups inside the political system. Many tweets can thus be interpreted as calls for change in the Party's behavior or policies. These important similarities also matter for enigmatic loyal dissent and to some extent also for tweets that support or criticize factions inside the Party. It can be argued that all these three categories can be coded as containing loyal dissent since they, in fact, criticize the Communist Party's present policies and behavior while they do not call for an end of the one Party system. Interpreted in this way, a great majority of the investigated tweets are displaying loyal dissent as seen in Table 4 : 
Conclusion
The findings of this study contribute to the debate on how increasing Internet usage impact on Chinese politics. Optimists such as Kristof and Yang have stated that the Internet will eventually lead to a democratic evolution in China. However when viewing one particular form of online expression, weibo, and given the content in popular and accessible weibo postings/tweets that discuss sensitive political issues, only a very small proportion of the tweets call for an end to China's one-Party system. As stated by Esarey and Xiao, some weibo users hide system criticism in enigmatic expressions. Yet this kind of euphemistic criticism against the political system is uncommon in popular tweets. The low frequency of tweets containing direct criticism of the political system is of course likely to be a result of censorship practices by Sina Weibo and self-censorship practices by individual users. Yet, the low support for an end of one Party rule among the remaining weibo postings, and the many expressions belonging to the category of loyal dissent cannot all be the product of government or corporate censors. In either case, our findings do not indicate that the Chinese blogosphere and micro-blogosphere will be a catalyst for democratization in the near future.
Even though system criticism is rare, the same goes for support for the CCP as a whole. Few weibo users express support for the Party's behavior in discussions on sensitive issues. Those that express support are mainly praising the Party leaders in Guangdong or of Wukan's ad hoc and later new village committee, not the central leadership. These findings also indicate that the CCP's active propaganda undertaken by the army of so-called 50-centers, do not appear successful in posting powerful messages that attract serious attention. It is of course possible that netizens employed by the CCP post many Party friendly tweets, but if this is the case Chinese Internet users do not heed the content of these text messages, do not reply to them, or retweet them.
On the other hand, our study gives plenty of support to reserved skeptics who stress the Internet's potential to catalyze loyal dissent against the CCP. Half of the tweets investigated seem to contain features of loyal dissent against the Party. If tweets supporting or criticizing the Party's liberal and/or left wing fractions are included in this category, almost 60 percent of the tweets include loyal dissent. That is considerably more than the tweets including criticism against the political system or support of the CCP. From the perspective of formation of public opinion, the blogosphere ought to be viewed as a more critical forum than the mainstream Chinese media and consequently has the potential to foster a generation of more critical Chinese citizens, who can reflect critical views much easier than previous generations. Still, this does not indicate that weibo users will ask for an end of the one party system in the immediate future.
